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Rabbi Michael Beals April 16, 2010

Barukh Ha Levi ben Mattityahu u’Malka
August 7, 1920 – April 14, 2010

There is a Jewish tradition that asserts only the most righteous Jews pass

away on Shabbat.

Bernie Siegel, zichrona l’vracha, did not pass away on Shabbat. (pause)

Bernie passed away on Rosh Hodesh. Now Shabbat comes once a week.

There are 52 of them in a year. But Rosh Hodesh comes out only 12 times a year –

okay, 13 in a leap year. So if merely righteous Jews pass away on Shabbat, I can

only imagine that the truly great, the gadol ha-gedolim pass away on Rosh

Hodesh. And Bernie did not pass away on any Rosh Hodesh, but Rosh Hodesh

Iyar, the month that Israel came into existence, 62 years ago this coming Monday

night – an event we will celebrate at our Siegel Jewish Community Center.

Bernie was all about Israel. Rabbi David Geffen, long-serving spiritual

leader of this synagogue and currently a Jerusalemite, wrote to tell me that Bernie

was a wonderful and effective Chairman for Israel Bonds. For the first Bond

Dinner for Israel that Bernie organized back in the early sixties, he snagged former

first lady, Eleanor Roosevelt. (pause) Not bad. And for another Bonds Dinner,

Bernie told Rabbi Geffen that he developed an Irish Brogue so he could properly

welcome Robert Briscoe, Lord Mayor of Dublin.
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Bernie’s Hebrew name is Barukh. It means “blessing.” And for more than

60 years, starting when he and his beloved and always-supportive Ruth were still

living in Elkton, Maryland, Bernie has been a blessing to Congregation Beth

Shalom. Debbie Kraft Harris, the daughter of long-serving Beth Shalom Rabbi,

Jacob Kraft, wrote especially to tell me what a personal friend Bernie was to the

entire Kraft family and that her own childhood is filled with wonderful memories

of both Bernie and Ruth with her own parents, of blessed memory.

To the Kraft family, to Rabbi David Geffen, I need to add my own brief

personal words of praise and appreciation, as the current Rabbi of Congregation

Beth Shalom. Bernie epitomized something that was more difficult to find in my

native community in California but something which I have found in abundance in

Wilmington, Delaware: kavod ha rav – literally, respect for the rabbi. But it means

so much more. It is the way a congregant treats a rabbi that brings out the very

best in the rabbi. Bernie showed this to me from the very beginning of my

rabbinate here – but with Bernie, there was more. There was also deep affection.

When Bernie came to shul, especially on High Holy Days, I knew exactly where

he would be sitting, and during the Torah processional, when I got to his spot, he

would always pull me close, and give me a hug and a kiss on my cheek. The last

older male person to do this in my life was my own Zayda, may his memory be for

a blessing, who I continue to miss very much. So with Bernie’s kiss on the cheek,
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I was able to connect his affectionate nature with that of my departed Zayda, and

through Bernie, my Zayda lived again. So today, I feel as if I am personally

experiencing a double loss. (pause)

It was at High Holy Days, with our synagogue filled to the brim like today,

where Bernie really shined. First of all, for 36 years, Bernie was in charge of High

Holy Days here at Beth Shalom. He would see to the preparation of the Torah

scrolls, Torah crowns, Rimmonim and the Ark, along with the distribution of the

alliyot honors. Ruth told me that for the month preceding high holy days, his four

frustrated teen-age kids would have to give up their phone privileges as Dad

worked the phones every evening until every honor was properly distributed. And

Hayim Weiss, our current High Holy Day Chair, shared with me that Bernie’s

personal mentoring has been invaluable as he strives to maintain Bernie’s high

standards. But for me, best of all, was seeing Bernie lead all the Presidents down

the main aisle of Beth Shalom for the start of the Kol Nidrei service. I know, come

this September, we are especially going to miss Bernie’s presence as the drum

major of the parade of Presidents – although never a president himself, he was,

never-the-less, the President of Presidents at Beth Shalom, and there is simply no

one else in our synagogue community who can ever fill those shoes – they belong

uniquely to Bernie.
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In Congregation Beth Shalom’s Seventy-fifth Anniversary Tribute Book,

published back in 1997, there was a page titled, “A Tribute to Bernard L. Siegel.”

First of all, I am glad that this community did not wait until his death to praise

Bernie. He was keenly aware, during his lifetime, that he was loved and

appreciated here at Beth Shalom, and in the larger community as well – a lesson

we can apply to our own loved ones as well. Allow me to share with you a brief

excerpt from the lengthy tribute:

“When God spoke to Abraham, He said that his descendants would be like

the stars of the skies. Bernie Siegel has always been guided by a star; he is forever

looking up above all the tumult and raising his sights higher so that he can

accomplish more.” (pause)

Look up. Like Bernie, look up. What do you see? You see the most iconic

representation of this synagogue, the magnificent stained glass Magen David

dome, with multi-colored light streaming through it. Ruth and Bernie are the

honorary chairs of the Beth Shalom Capital Campaign. They knew that this

synagogue could be so much more than it was. The Siegel’s wanted the physical

beauty of the synagogue to match the spiritual beauty of its members. So the last

campaign Bernie fought for his community was to help raise the funds, and

perhaps more importantly, inspire OTHERS to raise the funds, needed to renovate

and rebuild the synagogue. Look up, the way Bernie looked up. Make your
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vision, his vision. The Magen David dome is dedicated to Ruth and Bernie. I

could think of no finer tribute to Bernie’s memory than for all of us gathered here

today to complete Bernie’s vision. From the Dome of the Sanctuary, look down

and all around. To date, no one in our community has chosen to dedicate the

Sanctuary itself – it is a lofty goal – it would take Bernie Siegel-like tenacity to

achieve. Perhaps dedicating not the just the Dome, but the entire Sanctuary in

tribute to Ruth and Bernie might be our last and most enduring tribute to this man

who gave so tirelessly of himself to Israel, to this synagogue and to this

community.

I would like, now, to turn to Leslie Newman, Chief Executive Officer of

Children and Families First, to elaborate on Bernie’s LARGER THAN LIFE role

in the greater community, outside the walls of his beloved Congregation Beth

Shalom home

(Leslie….)


